
How to Design & Implement Social 
Change Strategies for Oral Health
Network Support Team (NeST)



The NeST Team

• Matt Bond, Director of Network Strategy
• Fatima Morales-Clark, Relationships 

Manager
• Grace Linn, Communications Manager
• Kate Schechter, Operations Manager
• Frances Walsh, Implementation Manager



Objectives
• Understand how systems thinking is critical 

to designing effective social change strategies

• Identify leadership skills and tools to use in 
system and social change efforts

• Discover the steps to take to design and 
implement social change strategies

• Describe local contexts in order to develop 
effective policy change and advocacy efforts



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Especially if that small, thoughtful and committed group are using systems thinking in order to create lasting social change.



A Social Change Story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnGES82RL94While this is a national example, please watch and listen for pieces of the story that recognize the many different actors in this social change movement.Sweeping change, but a conglomeration of efforts.What are the different roles different agents could have played?Often not the nationals that move first, seeds planted at the local level that get scaled (e.g., secondhand smoke, clean air concerns)Will program people make the connections?So using the tobacco story, tie to the ideas of progress/change coming from:Inside and outside the health care fieldFederal leadershipAcademiaClinical MedicineCommunity ActivismAll are essential

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnGES82RL94


Social Change

A change in the way a society is organized through 
its social structure, the beliefs or practices of the 
people who live in that society, and/or the 
institutions of that society.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why good intentions are not enough.Why do seemingly well-intentioned policies produce the opposite of what they are supposed to accomplish?Need solutions that address the underlying problems, have an eye to longer-term impacts (not just a quick fix, short-run solution), promote shared responsibility and ownership.



Systems Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
water beads!



If a factory is torn down but 
the rationality which 
produced it is left standing, 
then that rationality will 
simply produce another 
factory. If a revolution 
destroys a government, but 
the systemic patterns of 
thought that produced that 
government are left intact, 
then those patterns will 
reproduce themselves…. 
There’s so much talk about 
the system. And so little 
understanding.

-Robert Pirsig, 
Zen and the Art of

Motorcycle Maintenance 8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
read this



Wicked Problems
A wicked problem is a social or cultural problem 
that is difficult or impossible to solve for as many 
as four reasons: 

1. Incomplete or contradictory knowledge

2. The number of people and opinions involved

3. The large economic burden

4. Interconnected nature of these problems 
with other problems

Jon Kolko

Presenter
Presentation Notes
aggregated set of problems/big old mess of problemsthree strategies: head in sand approach/fuck it; coping strategy/take a piece and try to make a difference (recycling vs carbon tax); multi-stakeholder collaborative approach/pushing on the whole system at onceb/c they are so complex we need a way to conceptualize them to lead us to actionable strategies



▪ Purpose
▪ Relationships
▪ Elements

▪ Stocks
▪ Flows
▪ Feedback 

loops

Systems Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structure and components of systemsElements: set of elements linked through relationships (sum total of those interactions forms a purpose that might have been unintentional initially. systems designed perf for the results they produce--healthcare system is to efficiently deliver the maximum number of procedures--interventionist) (providers, patients, insurance companies)Stocks: buildup of stuff in system (people’s health)Flows: materials that enters or leaves stocks (people getting sick)Feedback loops: balancing, reinforcing (positive or negative affecting system’s ability to meet its purpose) (profit margins)Purpose: can tell by observing system in actionRelationships: rules that govern how elements interact with each other



System Leverage Points

System

Less impact

More impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can impact change at many different levels; they all move the system. But some actions have much more of an impact that others. Some have more impact than others: multi-stakeholder collaborative approach vs. ACA exampleExample: ACA greatly improved coverage, but didn’t actually change the system itself. 



A Systems Change Activity!
• The system contains these elements:

– Water beads
– 1 spoon
– 1 fork
– 1 block
– 3 marbles
– Coins

• See the instructions sheet for information 
about jobs and roles.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify purpose of system;Identify what the stocks are and how it flows;Identify feedback loops. 



Social Change Worksheet
Complete the WORKSHEET section on 
System Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What system are you working on?Components of the system relevant to you work.The problem that you are addressing with your work in [geography]



Leadership in Social Change



Becoming a Facilitative Leader

“We can’t impose our will upon a system. We 
can listen to what the system tells us, and 
discover how its properties and our values can 
work together to bring forth something much 
better than could ever be produced by our will 
alone. We can’t control systems or figure them 
out. But we can dance with them!”

Donella Meadows

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read this



Designing Social Change Strategies

Current
Reality

Goals 
of the 

Process

Where are 
we now?

Where do 
we want 

to be?

How do we 
get from here 
to there?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
emphasize design thinking for social change; most ppl want to hop right into strategies to figure out problem but what you need to consider is where you want to be (first). Design with end in mind, and then support people to get to that vision.



A Focus on Equity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key is to point out that even if we give all ppl one box, not everyone gets to eat apple. Design with end in mind, and recognize need for targeted strategies depending on where ppl are starting from. 



Measuring Effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measuring your collaborative effort:Design with end in mind, support staff, targeted universalism, end goal is everyone eating apples not everyone getting a box, and that people need to be set up to win. Most ppl when thinking of group work will gravitate towards one of these things but not consider how important the balance is for collaboration. Results are important, but gotta pay attention to process that group uses to work together, be clear and explicit about it, everyone understands role, how decisions made, how work will be done, etc. Relationships amongst group are also critical. Need to spend time to develop authentic relationships w/ people we’re working with. Shared responsibility of all of us. Ownership as a group. 



Social Change Worksheet
Complete the WORKSHEET section on 
Leadership in Social Change



Steps to Take



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logic model for a program. Generic. Lots of words. Take input, produces outputs. Important to know how inputs will convert to outputs, and want to be efficient. 3rd grade reading program->tutoring->how many hours trained->reading ability



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collective impact is unique from networks b/c: these initiatives are multi-stakeholder collaborative with a similar goal; a militarized version of a network. A giant collaborative machine. They are the right approach for some problems (more prescribed than a network)Tools are useful for people to think about



Scattered Clusters Hub-and-Spoke Multi-Hub Core Periphery

TimeWhere Most Network-Building Begins Self-Sustaining Network 

Networks: Patterns of evolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
move from clusters to core peripheryhub reaches out to clusters, if hub goes away, no more network, inefficientdecentralize leadership into multi hubs, more ownership, efficiency, and resiliencymature network evolves into core periphery (magnetic force)



Network Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Connectivity: sharing info, great at dispersing strategies and innovation (trade association)Alignment: are aligned around set of values and maybe goals, operating in same direction (Action/Production: network members take collective action as a unit (Important to understand in terms of systems thinking and social change because: these are 3 collaborative structures for implementing a social change network. Loosest to most targeted. Any of these work, it’s just about what you’re trying to do. 



Aggregated Solutions for Aggregated Problems

Systems Changes
• Redefining purpose
• Changing relationships
• Resourcing the elements
• Adjusting flows
• Design in light of feedback loops

Network Approach
• Power of the collective
• Rapid deployment of innovation
• Knowledge and resource sharing
• It only works if the members get that they are the owners
• The network equation: 

relationships + structure + action + connection = value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pull it together, Grace ;)



Targeted Solutions for Specific Problems
Systems Impacts
• Understanding purpose
• Navigating relationships
• Resourcing the elements
• Monitoring flows
• Design in light of feedback loops

Targeted Approach
• Collaborative/coordinated action
• Shared resources and knowledge
• Structure appropriate to problem
• Efficiency and effectiveness
• Innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collective impact or program



Social Change Worksheet
Complete the WORKSHEET section on Steps for 
Designing & Implementing Social Change Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pick the specific social change strategy you’re engaging in (change on a large scale, specific program to function) which strategy are you engaged in?Sketch it outLocate themselves and the tools at their disposal (e.g. program logic model, collective impact)



Describe Local Context



Policy Solutions
Policy Levers
• Budgetary
• Regulatory
• New legislation

Policy Change Approach
• Consensus that there’s a problem
• Viable solution
• Demonstration of political will
• Takes time!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the policy issues having an effect in my area? School, state, federal policies/regulations?Do I need funding? New legislation?Three most important things: enough ppl agreeing there is a problem, viable solution to that problem, demonstrate to policy makers that the political will is thereDescribe how policy impacts our work--why is it needed? 3 ways to change things and ways to get there.Map the systemWhat tools can you use?



Social Change Worksheet
Complete the WORKSHEET section on 
Local Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What policies or env. conditions impact your reality?Do you need policy change? Transforming or operating within current?Frances: Community organizing chart.



Putting It All Together: The OH2020 Story

• Mapping the system
• Building social change leadership capacity
• Facilitating and weaving a national 

alignment network
• Creating a national policy agenda with 

support for states, grassroots mobilization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The OH2020 story: wing it!



“We don’t have to 
engage in grand, 
heroic actions to 
participate in the 
process of change. 
Small acts when 
multiplied by 
millions of people 
can transform 
the world.”                                 
Howard Zinn



You’ve really gotta
join the movement.

www.oralhealth.network.org



Questions? 
How can we help?
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